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Abstract: With the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology, its application in the field of education is becoming increasingly widespread. The Xinchuang Education Intelligent Evaluation System, as an important tool for educational informatization, integrates artificial intelligence technology into it, which helps to improve the quality of education, achieve personalized education and intelligent evaluation. This article provides an overview of the development history, main technologies, and application advantages of artificial intelligence technology, and explores the architecture design, key technology selection, and module division of the intelligent evaluation system for information and innovation education. At the same time, the application of artificial intelligence in the intelligent evaluation system of information and innovation education was analyzed, such as automatic scoring and evaluation, learning content recommendation and personalized learning, intelligent assisted teaching and learning, and student learning behavior analysis. Finally, corresponding solutions were proposed to address the challenges faced by artificial intelligence in the intelligent evaluation system of information and innovation education, such as data privacy and security issues, fairness and bias issues, human-computer interaction and user experience issues.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of global information technology, artificial intelligence (AI) has become the forefront of technological development in the world today. In recent years, China has achieved significant results in research in the field of artificial intelligence and has shifted its focus to the education sector. The Xinchuang Education Intelligent Evaluation System, as an important tool for educational informatization, integrates artificial intelligence technology into it, which helps to improve the quality of education, achieve personalized education and intelligent evaluation.
2. Overview of Artificial Intelligence Technology

2.1 The Development History of Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a key field in computer science, with the goal of enabling computers to possess intelligence similar to that of humans. The development process of artificial intelligence can be divided into several stages: starting, rapid development, trough, and revival. As early as the 1950s, artificial intelligence experienced its first period of rapid development, and researchers began to attempt to endow computers with human intelligence. However, the AI field has gone through multiple ups and downs since then. Until the 21st century, the rapid development of computer technology, network technology, and big data technology has driven artificial intelligence into a new period of rapid development. Especially with the emergence of deep learning technology, artificial intelligence has made significant achievements in areas such as speech recognition, image recognition, and natural language processing. At the same time, artificial intelligence has begun to be widely applied in various industries, such as finance, healthcare, education, and transportation, bringing about significant social changes[1].

2.2 Main Technologies of Artificial Intelligence

The key technologies of artificial intelligence cover multiple fields, such as computer vision, machine learning, natural language processing, expert systems, knowledge expression, automatic reasoning, and search methods. Computer vision is the ability of computers to recognize objects, scenes, and activities from images, involving multiple disciplines such as signal processing, physics, applied mathematics and statistics, neurophysiology, and cognitive science. Machine learning is an interdisciplinary field that includes probability theory, statistics, approximation theory, convex analysis, algorithm complexity theory, etc. It mainly studies how computers simulate or implement human learning behavior to acquire new knowledge or skills and optimize existing knowledge structures. Natural language processing is an interdisciplinary field between computer science and linguistics, aimed at enabling computers to understand and use human language.

Expert system is a computer program that simulates human experts solving problems, and achieves knowledge acquisition and application through a knowledge processing system. Basic technologies such as knowledge expression, automatic reasoning, and search methods provide support for other application technologies. The development and application of these technologies have brought significant changes in fields such as education, healthcare, finance, and transportation, driving continuous social progress[2].

2.3 Application advantages of artificial intelligence in the field of education

The advantages of artificial intelligence in the field of education are mainly reflected in the following aspects: firstly, artificial intelligence can achieve personalized education, provide tailored educational resources and methods according to the needs and abilities of students, and improve learning effectiveness. Secondly, artificial intelligence can perform intelligent evaluation and feedback, helping students discover and correct errors in a timely manner through automatic scoring and evaluation, and improving learning efficiency. In addition, artificial intelligence can also achieve intelligent assisted teaching and learning, providing real-time learning support for teachers and students. At the same time, artificial intelligence has significant advantages in analyzing student learning behavior. By monitoring and analyzing student learning behavior in real-time, it can discover learning problems and provide targeted teaching suggestions for teachers.
3. Construction of an Intelligent Evaluation System for Information and Innovation Education

3.1 System Architecture Design

Building an intelligent evaluation system for innovation education requires following certain architectural design principles. Firstly, the system should have good scalability so that new features and modules can be easily added in the future development process. Secondly, the system needs to be highly flexible in order to be customized and adjusted according to actual needs. In addition, the system needs to ensure efficiency and stability to ensure good operation even when a large number of users are using it simultaneously[3].

In system architecture design, it is necessary to fully consider the correlation and coupling between modules. The intelligent evaluation system of Xinchuang Education can be divided into the following modules: data collection and processing, feature extraction and representation, model training and optimization, intelligent evaluation and feedback, learning content recommendation and personalized learning, intelligent assisted teaching and learning, and student learning behavior analysis. These modules should be effectively connected through interfaces to ensure efficient system operation.

3.2 Key Technology Selection

In the construction process of the intelligent evaluation system for information and innovation education, the selection of key technologies has a significant impact on the performance and functionality of the system. Firstly, the data collection and processing module needs to adopt efficient and stable data collection and processing technologies, such as Python programming language, NumPy, and Pandas library, in order to quickly and accurately obtain and process educational data. Secondly, the feature extraction and representation module needs to adopt advanced feature extraction and representation techniques, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), in order to accurately extract and represent key features in educational data. In addition, the model training and optimization module requires the use of efficient model training and optimization techniques, such as Adam optimizer, BERT model, etc., in order to quickly and accurately train and optimize educational models[4].

The intelligent evaluation and feedback module requires the use of automatic scoring and evaluation techniques, such as deep learning models, natural language processing techniques, etc., in order to accurately and quickly evaluate and provide feedback to students. The recommendation of learning content and personalized learning module require the use of personalized recommendation techniques, such as collaborative filtering, matrix factorization, etc., in order to provide students with customized learning resources. The intelligent assisted teaching and learning module requires the use of intelligent assisted teaching technologies, such as knowledge graphs, emotional computing, etc., in order to provide real-time learning support and guidance for students. The student learning behavior analysis module requires the use of learning behavior analysis techniques, such as time series analysis, pattern recognition, etc., in order to monitor and analyze student learning behavior in real time and discover learning problems.

3.3 System module division

In the construction process of the intelligent evaluation system for innovation education, module partitioning plays a crucial role in the usability and maintainability of the system. According to the functional requirements of the system, the intelligent evaluation system for innovation education...
can be divided into data collection and processing module, feature extraction and representation module, model training and optimization module, intelligent evaluation and feedback module, learning content recommendation and personalized learning module, intelligent assisted teaching and learning module, student learning behavior analysis module, etc.

The data collection and processing module is responsible for collecting educational data from various data sources (such as online education platforms, student learning systems, etc.) and processing it to meet the data needs of subsequent modules. The feature extraction and representation module is responsible for extracting key features from educational data and transforming them into a form suitable for model training and optimization. The model training and optimization module is responsible for training and optimizing educational models to achieve functions such as intelligent evaluation, learning content recommendation, and intelligent assisted teaching and learning[5].

4. The application of artificial intelligence in the intelligent evaluation system of information and innovation education

4.1 Automatic Scoring and Evaluation

One of the applications of artificial intelligence in the intelligent evaluation system of information and innovation education is automatic scoring and evaluation. By applying advanced technologies such as natural language processing and deep learning models to the intelligent evaluation and feedback module, the Xinchuang Education Intelligent Evaluation System can achieve automatic grading and evaluation of student homework, exams, and other learning outcomes. This not only improves the accuracy and consistency of grading and evaluation, but also reduces the work pressure on teachers[6].

In the process of automatic grading and evaluation, it is first necessary to preprocess the learning outcomes of students, such as removing irrelevant content, segmenting words, and annotating parts of speech. Then, using natural language processing techniques to extract key information such as topics, keywords, emotions, etc., and transforming them into a form suitable for model training and optimization. Next, a deep learning model is used to analyze and process the extracted key information, in order to achieve automatic grading and evaluation of students.

4.2 Learning Content Recommendation and Personalized Learning

The application of artificial intelligence in the intelligent evaluation system of information and innovation education also includes learning content recommendation and personalized learning. By applying advanced technologies such as personalized recommendation technology, collaborative filtering, and matrix decomposition to the learning content recommendation and personalized learning module, the Xinchuang Education Intelligent Evaluation System can achieve personalized recommendation of student learning resources to improve learning effectiveness.

In the personalized learning process, it is first necessary to collect data on student learning behavior, such as learning duration, learning frequency, learning effectiveness, etc. Then, the collected data is analyzed through techniques such as collaborative filtering and matrix factorization to discover similarities and differences among students. Next, based on the similarities and differences among students, recommend suitable learning resources such as courses, videos, articles, etc[7].
4.3 Intelligent assisted teaching and learning

Another application of artificial intelligence in the intelligent evaluation system of information and innovation education is intelligent assisted teaching and learning. By applying advanced technologies such as knowledge graphs, emotional computing, and natural language processing to intelligent assisted teaching and learning modules, the Information and Innovation Education Intelligent Evaluation System can achieve real-time monitoring and guidance of student learning processes, thereby improving learning efficiency.

In the process of intelligent assisted teaching and learning, it is first necessary to construct a knowledge graph to represent the relationship between courses, knowledge points, learning methods, etc. Then, using emotion computing technology to analyze students' learning emotions, such as interest, motivation, anxiety, etc., in order to understand their learning status. Next, using natural language processing technology to provide students with real-time learning support and guidance, such as answering questions, recommending learning methods, etc.

5. Challenges and Solutions of Artificial Intelligence in the Intelligent Evaluation System of Information and Innovation Education

5.1 Data privacy and security issues

One of the main challenges faced by artificial intelligence in the intelligent evaluation system of information and innovation education is data privacy and security issues. Due to the large amount of student learning data that such systems need to handle, ensuring data privacy and security has become crucial.[8]

In order to address data privacy and security issues, the Xinchuang Education Intelligent Evaluation System can adopt the following strategies: first, use encryption technology to encrypt the collected student data, ensuring the security of the data during transmission and storage. Secondly, the application of identity technology to data processing, eliminate personal information, reduce the risk of data leakage. In addition, differential privacy technology is introduced to process data, protecting data privacy without affecting the effectiveness of data analysis. At the same time, corresponding security policies and regulations should be formulated to ensure the compliance of data collection, processing, storage, and use. Finally, the system's security and privacy protection measures are regularly evaluated and optimized to adapt to the changing security environment[9].

5.2 Issues of fairness and bias

Due to the potential impact of data sample bias and algorithm issues during model training and optimization, there may be unfairness and bias in the actual application of the model, which can affect the objective fairness of educational evaluation.

In order to address issues of fairness and bias, the intelligent evaluation system of Xinchuang Education can take the following measures: firstly, by collecting diverse data samples including gender, age, region, ethnicity, etc., to reduce the bias of the data samples. Secondly, the intelligent evaluation system of Xinchuang Education can use fairness evaluation techniques such as equal opportunities, representativeness, etc. to evaluate the model and discover potential biases. In addition, the intelligent evaluation system of Xinchuang Education can use regularization techniques, weight adjustment and other methods to optimize the model and improve its fairness.

At the same time, the intelligent evaluation system of Xinchuang Education also needs to strengthen the supervision of model training and optimization processes to ensure the transparency and interpretability of the algorithm. In addition, it is necessary to regularly evaluate and optimize
the fairness and bias issues of the model to meet the constantly changing needs of educational evaluation[10].

5.3 Human computer interaction and user experience issues

Due to the complexity and abstraction of artificial intelligence technology, students may encounter certain degrees of difficulties and discomfort when using intelligent evaluation systems. In addition, in providing personalized learning support and guidance, intelligent evaluation systems may not be able to meet the needs of all students, resulting in poor user experience.

In order to solve the problems of human-computer interaction and user experience, the intelligent evaluation system of Xinchuang Education needs to use natural language processing technology and emotional computing technology to improve the interactivity and usability of the system, making it easier for students to interact with the intelligent evaluation system. By collecting and analyzing students' feedback on their use, that can understand the problems and needs they may encounter when using the intelligent evaluation system, so as to optimize and adjust the system. In addition, the Xinchuang Education Intelligent Evaluation System can introduce roles such as teachers and parents to participate in the system's usage process, in order to improve the system's acceptance and satisfaction.

6. Conclusion

The application exploration of artificial intelligence in the intelligent evaluation system of information and innovation education mainly focuses on automatic scoring and evaluation, learning content recommendation and personalized learning, intelligent assisted teaching and learning, and student learning behavior analysis. These applications have to some extent improved the accuracy, fairness, objectivity, and personalization of educational evaluation, providing students with better educational services. However, in practical applications, artificial intelligence technology still faces challenges such as data privacy and security issues, fairness and bias issues, as well as human-computer interaction and user experience issues in the intelligent evaluation system of information and innovation education.

In the future, the intelligent evaluation system of Xinchuang Education is expected to further address the above challenges by continuously optimizing data quality, improving model performance, improving algorithms, and paying attention to student learning feedback, achieving more efficient, safer, fair, and humane educational evaluation services. Meanwhile, with the continuous development and innovation of artificial intelligence technology, the Xinchuang Education Intelligent Evaluation System is expected to play a greater role in the field of education evaluation, promoting the process of education informatization and modernization in China.
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